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Background
We started working as volunteer under deferent NGO/organization
[NACO,UNICEF,Dist. Admn. Health sectored] for last more than fifteen years. In between
us like minded volunteers estd. Our NGO five year back [MRWS] to work for the neglected
poor ilietrate local community [Very week families].
We are working indecently for last three year on polio eradication programme with this
supported of dis. Addm. Health sector
We are also working to provide informal education to the neglected poor children.
Desisted awareness on health and hygiene and vulnerable effect of the children and old
aged involved in TOBACO RELATED WORK [Manufacturing of BIDI] But as we are not
sounding in economic, we are feeling helpless to work for providing supported to the illfated families up to the satisfaction. Hence we are searching every moment for sum
resources and great people who will extend their valuable supported to us for the service
to the humanity . To generate awareness to health, sanitation, family welfare and develo

Mahadebnagar Rural Welfare Society works as a non-profit, nonpolitical and non-religious organization. MRWS works among rural women, children,
unemployed youth and Dhulian Municipality Slum Community and backward poor villagers.
Major areas of interest of the organization are women empowerment, Primary and nonformal education, Basic health, HIV/ AIDS Awareness, Environmental Protection,
Agriculture and Small scale & home Industry protection, Self Help Groups (SHGs),
Employment Oriented Vocational Training and Save migration , Women & Child Protection
and Social Justice, MNREGA, Youth Development, Promotion of Arts and Culture,
Reproductive Child health and other Awareness Programs on various Social, Health &
Education and Current Issues

Mahadebnagar Rural Welfare Society has successfully ventured since
its inception for social development work. We are delighted to present our annual report
ending 31 March 2016. An overview of what “Mahadebnagar Rural Welfare
Society” means not only to us, but also to our supporters and our targeted beneficiaries the
years of our growth, We believe that the various problems that the society faces are
interconnected – poverty and illiteracy, unemployment, social injustice and middleclass
apathy, health and environmental degradation, and so on.
The primary objective of “MRWS” is to improve the quality of lives of people-primarily
those people who are marginalized, disadvantaged and underprivileged and the concern for
the protecting the resources and environment. This is indeed a colossal task. Our national and
state governments, even after 64 years of independence with massive resources under their
disposal have, not been able to achieve much in these areas. The people need to be given the
appropriate opportunities and they need to be motivated. This is where the social
development sector can play an effective role at grassroots level. NGOs, the Government and
the civil society need to work closely to empower the underprivileged.
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This annual report should not only be a narrative of activities. Those who receive copies of our
annual reports should know why we have undertaken to do the activities that we do, how do we do
it and an evaluation of activities for improving our efforts for incorporating the change. That is the
reason why this annual report is so detailed. Please read on.

Area of operation (Geographic and Demographic)
MRWS north based organization functioning in blocks namely Farakka & Samserjong Under
murshidabad district in West Bengal. It has been operational in these areas targeting mainly
poor and downtrodden people and the social composition of its target group. The main
occupation of our target groups is Tobacco manufacturing more specifically it should be said
that and building construction labor and many of them are engaged in more health hazard
jobs. This occupation is highly prevailed in its areas and making tremendous social problems
like debarring children from schooling and school drop-outs. Though it can ensure a meagerearning scope of this vulnerable section, it destroyed the valuable time of child and young
people.

Activity carried out:
Activity carried out in this financial year was categorically two types; one was service
oriented and another was awareness generation especially in the tune of community
mobilization & advocacy.
The programmes related to health. education. & women empowerment service printed
mainly, through a part of these activities is coalesced with social mobilization for massive
awareness and communication. While the programmes free coaching, education aid,
fostering needy children supplementary nutrition programme for poorest people ensures
organization’s best efforts and highest contribution to the underserved people, the
programme related to environment, preventive health communication, child and mother
health and rights are fully designed with people’s motivation for changing attitude and
ensuring their participation to build up strong ownership of the programme.
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MRWS Interventions
From the very beginning MRWS has been emphasizing on education as only
education can bring a significant change in the community. But in respect of time and
considering other social needs it is to take measures on other development activities. In this
trail community health and some humanitarian actions are tailored into its interventions. The
activities of the organization are illustrated herein below:

Educational Programme
Since education is the fundamental right of citizen, MRWS has prioritized in its
organizational activities from the very beginning. The educational activities have a wide
range from donation of book and counseling for students to financial help to poor meritorious
and promising students. To date, all educational helps are coming from organizations own
means. Organization always endeavors to reach its level best regarding its educational
contribution to the community. The measures are reflected herein below:

Health programme
In the field of health care services organization has not yet reached so far. The activity
has been extended to a certain limit in according with resource availability. The MRWS has
been organizing free health camps to cater for local people. Generally every year the
organization 3 or 4 such health camps with the help of local doctors and the doctors of district
hospital and BPHCs. From the very beginning it has been gaining the full fledged support of
health line and local BPHCs have also been providing medicines. In last financial year i.e.
2015-16 MRWS organized four health check-up camps Farakka. All were fully packed with
patients. While the first camp ensured 187 poor old villagers has been checked-up – freely.
Blood Group of 97 villagers has been tested. 2nd camp ensured 122 patients and the Block
level free medical camp gave scope to 1000 patients it was comparatively larger camp attend
at 22 doctors. Almost all patients desired to have such camps so frequently as they could treat
themselves in their nearest centre with affordable fees and medicines.
Beside treatment, some normal tests of blood and ECG had also been done at free of
cost. It was great opportunity to patients. In camps, the patients were also counseled with
preventive measure as “prevention must units the motion of many diseases and which
generally the rural people lacked in”.
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Cloth distribution
Every year MRWS did their active distributes clothes like Saree, Lungi, Baby garments
among poorest people. This distribution occurs once a year, generally before EID and Puja
festival. Mainly poor minority and SC (Schedule caste) & ST (Schedule tribe) are the target
group.

Environmental Awareness Campaign
This awareness programme has been included to MRWS activities in 2015 and for last two
years MRWS has been promoting social mobilization activities on Environmental Awareness
campaign. It’s a campaign targeting local youths and school students for their active
participation in addressing environmental issues which range from global warming to local
issues related to child’s environment both in the country, house and schools.
The environmental Awareness Campaign (EAC) includes villages meeting, seminars, child
rally, school visit and quiz contest. This year MRWS surfaced village level sensitization
meeting in its project areas. In the meetings both the national and state level issues are
addressed. Presently most burning issues, global warming on its causes and impact,
environmental unrest in the tune of natural calamities due to destroying vegetables and
natural
resources
were
addressed.

Besides above mentioned issues , most important issues at present in the state which is child’s
environment- sanitation, hygiene and water is being addressed by the organization, people’s
sanitation, especially the sensitization of parents on child health is being focused. Child’s safe
health and hygiene, drinking water and sanitation are being addressed. Day by day people are
responding to this child’s environmental issue; it can be pulsed by people’s participating in
village level meeting which is gradually rising high. People feel the necessity of this
programme and plan to implement projects related to sustainable environment in coming
days.
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Plantation programme
With the help of block development office, Gram panchayet and local people, MRWS
distributed various types of seedlings among the villagers. This year distribution took place in
Farakka & Samserjong Murshidabad district of West Bengal. INDIA
The objectives of the programme is to maintain and balance in Bio=diversity and existing
ecology and to promote vegetation in the area for both environment and rural economy. This
programme is also encouraging local people in promoting their own nursery and waste land
development.

SPORTS:We have organized various sports activities in nearby playground and the participants were
from all levels of the society especially from the backward classes. & Tobacco
Manufacturing families the participants spontaneously participated in the sports programme
which was basically related to athletics. Around 300 people participated in the sports
activities. The Sports council govt. of West Bengal helped to conduct this programme and
made it grand success.

TRAINING:We have conducted various Training Programme related to Computer, Agriculture,
Vocational Training and tailoring and also conducted Mobile Repairing programme. Here in
this training programme people were tough the basic of the above fields and how to earn a
living through them. At least 200 unemployment youth participated in the programme with
the Block Development Officer and Panchayat Pradhan, who also extended their helping
hand for the success of the programme.

AWARENESS:-

We have organized various awareness programme related to Drug

abuse, Drug Trafficking, Mother and child care, Women Empowerment, HIV/AIDS and
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formation of SHG groups & Child marriage & Environment and Health and hygiene . At least
268 poor women & migrant labor and old aged participated in this programme and there was
a
huge
response
from
the

People from all the levels of the society. Local Panchayat and health dept. also helped and coco
operated with us to make the programme successful. Local respectable
respectable people along with the
ordinary people had generously extended their support.

Nirmal Bangla Mission
We have working nirmal bangla mission at our rural areas like awareness for
cleaness and sanitation, hand wash for better our village participate more
mo then 32
volunteer for that programme.

THANKING YOU

Mr. Jahadi Hasan & Palash Nath
Advisor/ Chief Functionary Phone No: +91-

9732807273

Website; www.mrwsngo.org Email: mrws.farakka@gmail.com
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